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Over-heat alert

 Hidden: system temperature is in normal 
      range.

 Blink: system temperature is a little high.

 Shown constantly: system is overheat and 
     the outboard will stop working. The   

     outboard motor can’t be restarted until the 

     system temperature drops to a safe level.

Time Display Display travelled/remaining time in hour.

Travelled/
Remaining Time

  : remaining time
  : travelled time

Throttle Power
Display realtime power input.
A blinking " RESET " indicates throttle 
should be reset to neutral.

Wireless Indicator
Indicating the remote control is 
connecting with the outboard by wireless 
communication.

5.2 Connecting Remote Control to the Outboard 
For SPIRIT 1.0R wireless type, the remote control and the outboard are paired 
prior to delivery. 

However, if the remote control or the wireless outboard is replaced with a new 
one, the original wireless communication will break and the screen will display 
like the figure below. In this case, users should get them paired.

Figure 5-2

In this case, please check and make sure the remote control is close to the 
outboard and all the devices are under normal power supply. If everything is 
normal after check but the screen still displays like this, it indicates that there 

is something wrong with the outboard or remote control and repair is needed.
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Pairing the remote to the outboard by following two methods:

Method 1. Pairing without Communication Cable

Step 1: Break the battery connection and turn off the remote control. Hold the   
remote control within 0.5 meters of SPIRIT 1.0R (head part).

Step 2: Press and hold the "  " button to switch on the remote control.

Step 3: Press and hold the "  " button to enter the pairing page (Figure 5-3), 
on which blinking "  ", "  " and a countdown timer "  " will 

display.

Figure 5-3

Step 4: Plug the power cable into the battery power port, and wait the outboard 
to finish automatic pairing with the remote control. When pairing 
succeeds, the screen will display like this. 

Figure 5-4 

If pairing fails within 60s, please restart from Step 3.

Method 2. Pairing with Communication Cable

Step1: Switch off system power and the remote control.

Step2: Connect the remote control and the Communication module with a  
communication cable.

Step3: Switch on system power and the remote control. Wait for them to get 
            paired in seconds.  Pairing succeeds when home page displays. 

If “  ” shows on start-up, it indicates system initialization.
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No matter it is in wireless communication status or not, it will switch to wired 

communication status when they are connecting by a communication cable.

Figure 5-5

5.3 Power Adjusting
Attach the kill switch to the remote control before operation. 

(Refer to the first two steps of 4.2 Starting).

The remote control is mainly used to adjust power for the outboard motor. 
When the battery is well connected and switched on, power on the remote 
to start the outboard, then slowly push the throttle to adjust the power. The 
maximum forward / backward power is 1KW.

Forward NEUTRAL Backward

1KW 1KW

Figure 5-6

Before switching on the remote, please set the throttle to neutral position. 

If you find a flickering “RESET” on the display, you are reminded to reset 
the throttle to neutral position.

If you pull the throttle from the forward position to the backward position 
directly, the motor will first stop shortly then start turning to the reverse 
direction.

Communication Cable


